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UM PSYCHOLOGIST'S BOOK OFFERS
SELF-HELP PROGRAM FOR COUPLES
By Maribeth Dwyer
Office of University Relations
University of Montana
MISSOULA-A marriage is performed every 15 seconds in the United States, and a divorce
is granted every 30 seconds.
Over the past 100 years, the rate of marriage has remained fairly constant,
but the rate of divorce has climbed into the stratosphere.

In just the past 15

years, the liklihood of marital separation has about doubled.

And some 2.2

million men and women living together outside marriage are no more successful
at sustaining a good relationship than the married couples.
A University of Montana psychologist cites these data in a book intended to
keep couples from becoming statistics.
Dr. Philip H. Bornsteins's book, "Loving," soon to be published, is about
improving intimate relationships.

Based on the scientific literature in the

field and Bornstein's research and clinical experience, it sets forth a systematic
program for establishing loving relationships.
Bornstein illustrates principles with actual cases from clinical practice
and provides 40 self-help stategies to aid couples in dealing with problems that
commonly plague intimate relationships.
These problems

cover the range of human concerns, from money to religion

to sex--but one basic problem seems to be at the root of all others.

Bornstein

says that lack of communication accounts for more dissatisfaction among couples

(over)
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than all other complaints combined.
Communication is made up of a multitude of attitudes, skills and concepts.
It can be verbal or non-verbal.

Smiles, frowns, posture--all kinds of body

language--are constantly sending revealing signals.

And, according to Bornstein, a

considerable body of research indicates that people confronted with contra
dictory verbal and non-verbal messages tend to give greater credibility to the
non-verbal.

Scientific literature and folklore agree that actions speak louder

than words.
The UM psychology professor says that another important part of communication
is manners.

Research in marital therapy shows that people are politer to adult

strangers than to their spouses.
"Obviously people know how to relate to others in a socially approved manner
but when it comes to the ones they live with, they give up the niceties of human
interaction in favor of rudeness," he notes.

"Because negative behavior has a

greater probability of being reciprocated than positive behavior, one partner's
rudeness evokes a rude response from the other."
Bornstein says that good manners and other communication skills can be
learned and used to express respect, understanding and sensitivity, which are
key elements in a couple's communication system and themselves skills that can
be cultivated.
"Resolving conflicts requires effective communication; but beyond communica
tion skills, conflict resolution also involves a skill all its own," says
Bornstein, who has included in his book a step-by-step procedure for identifying
and solving problems.
Bornstein doesn't promise miracles.

"Living together is never easy."

But

he does believe that a couple willing to make a serious commitment to following
his systematic self-help program can achieve a better relationship.
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